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Britain's Health Advisory and Recovery Team co-chair Dr. Claire Craig supported by the UK
Medical Freedom Alliance, and Children’s COVID Vaccine Advisory Council issued this joint

open letter to Victoria Atkins, MP, Secretary of State for Health and Social Care on February 6,
2024. This letter was appended with dozens of physician-scientist signatures.

To: The Right Hon Victoria Atkins, MP, Secretary of State for Health and Social Care

CC: Dame Jenny Harries, CEO UKHSA; Professor Sir Christopher Whitty, CMO; Maria
Caul�eld MP

Dear Ms Atkins

Re: Urgent Review of Excess Deaths

Firstly, congratulations on your recent appointment as Secretary of State at the DHSC.

Your three months in o�ce have given you time to see for yourself how much the NHS is
struggling; with rising waiting lists, low sta� morale and the devastating strike action. You
will also be aware of the ongoing and concerning excess deaths in the UK, recently debated in

Parliament. The fact that this is occurring in many Western countries and across all age
groups, particularly younger adults for whom there were no excess deaths during 2020, should
trigger alarm bells and prompt an urgent investigation.

In addition, in parallel with increased deaths, there has been a signi�cant rise in levels of
sickness and disability recorded throughout the working age population.  This has resulted in

not only increased demands on the health service, but also has impacted the health and
resilience of NHS sta� themselves, with resulting high levels of sta� sickness and absence,
causing additional strain on an already struggling system.

The causes of excess mortality and morbidity are likely multifactorial, including the physical
and mental impacts of lockdowns, delays in accessing treatment and long-term e�ects of

Covid-19 itself.  However, a fourth potential factor appears to be being deliberately ignored:
that is, any possible role of the mRNA Covid-19 vaccines. The timing of the rise in disabilities
and deaths should make the vaccinations a de�nite suspect. As early as November 2020, many
scientists and doctors, including those in UKMFA, were highlighting the potential risks of a
rushed vaccine. 

Until this question has been thoroughly investigated, it is premature and reckless to be

talking of using mRNA technology for future prophylactic vaccines (we take no view on the
development of mRNA vaccines for their previously-intended role as therapeutic anti-cancer
agents).  We are concerned that the Government is focused on the business opportunity for
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the UK, o�ered by the expansion of use of these technologies, but are ignoring potential risks
to public health from these products, particularly to the immune and cardiovascular systems.
The failure of COVID vaccines to stop viral circulation is obvious to all.  The obviousness of

this failure, along with growing concern about the products’ safety – evidenced by poor
uptake among those eligible – is undermining public trust in vaccination more generally,
including where it is indubitably useful.   We have written repeatedly to the MHRA, the
CMOs, the JCVI, and to your predecessor, regarding the many risks of rolling these vaccines
out to children. Members of the Pandemic Response All Party Parliamentary Group also

wrote a letter in January 2022, over two years ago, regarding increased all-cause mortality in
15–19-year-old males.

The �rst three signatories on this letter were all asked by Baroness Hallett to provide Witness
Statements for Module 4 of the UK Covid-19 Public Inquiry; these we have recently
submitted, only to learn that the date for the Module 4 hearings has been inexplicably and
disappointingly postponed, likely until a�er the general election.

In the interim we therefore call upon you to suspend the booster programme, pending an
immediate review into all aspects of Covid vaccine safety, as outlined in our letter to the
MHRA a year ago. 

The health of the nation’s citizens is of paramount concern and must surely be a high priority
for an incoming Minister.  We entreat you to apply the precautionary principle regarding the

use of these products, which have been linked (in published scienti�c literature, adverse event
databases and real-world epidemiological data) to numerous short- and long-term safety
issues, particularly a�er multiple doses. Pausing their use is now becoming widely recognised
to be the only rational, responsible and morally justi�able course of action.

We wish you well in the challenging job you have ahead.

Yours sincerely

Open letters such as these are important all over the world because they prompt actions that
should be taken, provide notice to the public that concerns are real, and take away plausible
deniability for political leaders concerning the COVID-19 vaccine safety debacle.

Please subscribe to Courageous Discourse as a paying or founder member so we can continue to
bring you the truth.

Peter A. McCullough, MD, MPH

President, McCullough Foundation

www.mcculloughfnd.org
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Jules 4 hrs ago

Hurrah!!! 

At last! The first rung in the ladder to calling this out publicly! Heads should bow in shame for all
governments involved. My head is bowed in respect to the people that have been killed or maimed by
these jabs 😢
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Paul Vonharnish 3 hrs ago

I'm (thankfully) not English, so the letter comes off as rather stuffy and formal to me. The soft pleading
call for the 'precautionary' principal, when hundreds of thousands are now laying cold in their coffins,
seems a bit lax. Dear Ms Atkins: These injections are bio-weapons. Can you say "POISONS"? Can you
say: "DEAD" people? Can you say: Government sponsored "GENOCIDE"?

I'd never make it in politics...
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